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Curolux Presentation  
Monitoring solutions 
ensuring standards are optimised and 
maintained is extremely important for 
exhibitors concerned about presentation 
quality. From brightness uniformity and 
lamp life degradation through to optical 
losses such as lamp alignment, focus, 
colour correction and even audio related 
issues, there are numerous factors that  
can reduce presentation quality. any 
of these factors can prevent cinema 
audiences from receiving the best  
possible cinematic experience.

From single-screen cinemas through to large multiplex 
chains and premium large format theatres, Curolux 
screen monitoring solutions from Harkness screens, 
the world’s leading screen technology company, 
are designed to monitor presentation quality from 
basic semi-automated light measurement through 
to fully automated remote monitoring with projector 
integration.

Curolux screen monitoring solutions from Harkness 
screens utilises a range of state of the art tools 
including Qalif technology to provide cinema operators 
with the ability to ensure that high quality cinema 
presentation is maintained at all times and that areas 
of concern are quickly identified, allowing for remedial 
maintenance to take place using remote monitoring.

QaliF ultiMate
Designed for high end, premium large 
format and cinemas that demand 
the highest presentation, as well as 
post-production review rooms and for 
installation and service engineers.

Qalif ultimate allows for measurement of contrast, 
colour (down to 1nm), colour convergence, 144 
point screen brightness and light uniformity, focus 
and audio. the unique functionality allows for up to 
4 projectors to be aligned simultaneously, ideal for 
ensuring performance quality in dual or multiple 
projection setups such as premium large format 
theatres.

this solution also allows for fully-automated remote 
screen monitoring from the network operation  
Centre (noC) and theatre Management system (tMs).

Qalif  
ultimate







QaliF oPtiMiZer

suited for use in normal cinema 
environments, Qalif optimizer solutions 
allow exhibitors to measure and maintain 
screen parameters and monitor and modify 
projection equipment settings.
 
a small and discreet addition mounted to the back 
wall of a theatre, this monitoring solution is powered 
by Qalif optimizer technology.  From 144 point screen 
brightness measurement and light uniformity through 
to focus correction, Qalif optimizer solutions act as a 
cinema screen auto-calibration solution; automatically 
measuring projection quality and autonomously 
altering projector settings to maintain the best 
possible viewing experience from digital cinema 
equipment. 

additionally, Qalif optimizer solutions are able to carry 
out spectral analysis of each audio channel to monitor 
volume levels and identify malfunctioning sound units.  
this solution also allows for fully-automated remote 
screen monitoring from the noC and tMs.

QaliF Dual

Mounted to the back wall of cinema 
auditoria, Qalif Dual is a permanent 
installation; it is designed to integrate 
seamlessly with existing projection  
systems to align multiple projectors  
with zoom to within 0.3 pixels
 
a major advancement in dual projection technology, 
Dual is designed to automatically manage image 
alignment and focus. Qalif Dual can be upgraded to 
a full Qalif ultimate, unlocking additional features by 
license and hardware pack, depending on the feature. 
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QaliF sPeCtro
Qalif spectro is a high-end battery  
powered mobile spectrocolorimeter. 

the industry-leading spectro is easy to use; with a 
simple point and click function and an embedded 
touch screen, it can provide the user with instant 
and precise single point brightness and rgB colour 
coordinates. When connected to a digital projector, 
the Qalif spectro can directly overwrite the MCgD 
files. The unit is fully laser-ready; with its 1nm 
bandwidth spectro, accurately working with existing 
lamp technology projectors or next generation laser 
light sources. 

QaliF oPtiMiZer lite
an entry-level solution for full automated  
screen monitoring, Qalif optimizer lite is 
aimed at exhibitors wishing to manage 
centre-screen brightness levels.

Powered by Qalif Lite technology, the fixed unit has 
the capability to automate the process of taking a 
single centre screen brightness reading, modifying 
and managing projection equipment settings to 
ensure suitable brightness levels for presentation  
are maintained. additionally, the unit is capable  
of performing an audio channel check.

Designed to assist exhibitors to manage their  
theatres remotely, standard reporting tools allow for 
fully-automated remote screen monitoring from the 
noC and tMs.

aCtive serviCes
active services is a standalone noC 
software package designed to work 
specifically with Qalif technology, ideal for 
those without their own noC or wishing to 
monitor Qalif data separately. 

the active services Dashboard allows exhibitors to 
control and monitor every aspect of cinema auditoria 
at the click of a button.  acting as a centralised 
digital hub for all Qalif device measurements, the 
active services Dashboard will store data and provide 
regular updates, reports and notifications to the user 
including disconnection of products, along with vital 
alerts when there is an out of tolerance measurement. 
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Digital sCreen veriFier
utilising pioneering technology, the Digital 
Screen Verifier brings light measurement to 
the iPhone.  Capable of taking single point 
light measurements, the Digital screen 
Verifier interacts seamlessly with the 
Digital screen archiver to form an entry-
level screen brightness monitoring system.

the two tools seamlessly combine to take multiple 
point brightness readings for both 2D and 3D 
projection and store these in one central cloud-based 
location in real-time allowing for consistency  
in reporting.

Digital sCreen CHeCker
Combining Harkness’ highly successful  
low-cost luminance meter the Digital 
screen Checker and the Digital screen 
archiver tool.

Digital screen Checker provides an entry level  
manual solution for screen monitoring allowing 
exhibitors to store single-point light readings from  
the centre of the screen in to a standardised central 
cloud-based location, for consistency in reporting 
centre screen brightness.

From underperforming, defective or ageing 
lamps, through to ageing screens or 3D 
systems left in situ for 2D presentation, 
there are many reasons why brightness 
levels might fall below the expected levels.

Harkness’ consultants are able to examine light 
measurements taken in the auditorium along with 
equipment specifications and auditorium geometry  
to suggest areas of concern or remedial fixes.

utilising the data gained from measurement tools, 
Harkness’ consultants can also provide specific screen 
optimisation guidance aimed at improving the viewing 
performance for the entire auditorium.
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screen luminance  
uniformity 
measurement

144 points  
or sMPte  
5/9 points

144 points  
or sMPte 
5/9 points

1 point 
measurement

o/H (144 point 
measurement)

1 point 
measurement

individual points  
on screen

Centre 
screen only

Position in 
cinema 

Fixed - usually 
from the back 

wall. Mobile, tripod 
mounted from  

DCi seat

Fixed - usually from  
the back wall

Fixed - usually from  
the back wall

Fixed - usually from  
the back wall

Handheld or tripod 
mounted from  
DCi-position

Hand-held from  
DCi-position  
using iPhone

Hand-held from  
DCi-position

simulation from 
DCi seat 

From the back  
wall if fixed

Fixed - usually from  
the back wall

Fixed - usually from  
the back wall

Fixed - usually from  
the back wall

n/a n/an/a

automated light 
Measurement

3 3 3 0

0

0

0

0

0

144 Point 
Measurement

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

77

77

77

7

77

77

77

7

7

33

7

Contrast 
measurement

3 7 7

automated light 
Management

3 3 3

Colour 
measurement  
to DCi spec

Down to 1nm Down to 1nm7 7

Colour 
convergence –
screen

3 7 7

7 3

37

automatic focus  
correction

Based on 6 
points on screen

Based on 6  
points on screen

Multiple projector 
alignment 
maintenance

up to 
4 projectors

7

automated storing 
of light readings

3 3 3

remote monitoring 
and reporting 
system

active services
noC / tMs

active services
noC / tMs

active services
noC / tMs

active services
noC / tMs

Digital screen 
Verifier

Digital screen 
Verifier

audio check

3 = available    7 = not available    0 = optional    o+H = optional and Hardware upgrade    noC = network operations Centre    tMs = theatre Management system 

spectral analysis  
of each channel

spectral analysis  
of each channel

audio Channel 
Check
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